Contrary to the pessimism of American
One October day in 1930, having been recently introduced to the poetry of the -real moderns‖ 1 at Reed College in Portland, Oregon, Mary Barnard (1909 Barnard ( -2001 wrote to her mother that she now intended to -study for greater subtlety of rhythm...greater ‗intensification'...and, to some extent, clearer images,‖ before signing off with a rather curious moniker. As well as a convert to the modernist movement, Barnard was, she told her mother, -a Would-Be Sappho‖ (Letter, October 27, 1930) . Time would tell that Barnard would one day write and ‗be' Sappho in her 1958 translation, after initiating a correspondence with Ezra Pound in 1933,who encouraged her to take up translation and serious study of Greek metric, but not before her unique brand of late Imagism had extensively engaged with Sappho's poetry both as part of her apprenticeship in prosody and as part of her American modernist project to ‗make it new' for the nation, as my forthcoming book Mary Barnard, American Imagist explores. 2 Modernism, for Barnard, was not an expired aesthetic standing in the way of a new poetry; it was an ongoing project of which she felt a part. Works like The Cantos did not leave her feeling that a finite point had been reached from which she had to depart; instead Barnard treated modernist work as working material to be used towards the achievement of as yet unfulfilled goals. Her American measure, for example, refined over two decades, developed, in part, from her assessments of Pound's use of classical metres from Personae to The Cantos. In her use of Sappho, Barnard was doing just as her Imagist forebears had done: finding a -spare but musical‖ voice through the appropriation of an exemplar in the mode. 3 discovered Sappho around the same time that they were discovering both themselves and each other, buoyed by the major recovery of Sappho's corpus which ran, rather tantalisingly, alongside the personal and creative emergences of these three poets caught up together in a triangle by turns erotic and aesthetic. In 1885, the year of Pound's birth and one year before H.D.'s, Henry Thornton Wharton (Letter, September 14, 1911 The recovery of Sappho's work, then, not only formed a backdrop to the early lives of these three poets, it also triggered their experiments with poetic form and content that they found necessary to articulate their respective situations, for classical texts, such as Sappho's fragments, were, as Aldington pointed out in his commentary to each translation that featured in the -Poet's Translation Series‖ printed by The Egoist, -more alive, more essential, more human than anything we can find.‖ 12 Obsessed with the fragment and the whole, the need to simultaneously foreground the break-up and disintegration of culture as well as speculations of its idealised unities, the eroded form of Sappho's corpus was a tantalising prospect for Oh plaguing Aphrodite, hear my prayer! Give back my sane mind which you stole from me, Or make me madder, not be aware How laughable is my insanity. 13 One untitled poem stands out:
Fire, snow, and the night Create a world Where two may come together. But violet, gold, and white Are one gray With the rain, the light And the thawing snow. In the common day We walk again remote With alien gray faces. 14 Here, Barnard takes images from several Sapphic fragments and shrinks them into one line, into a single phrase. -Violet, gold, and white‖ alludes to the colours that Sappho associated with Aphrodite, mentioned in many fragments. -Violet‖ refers to the colour of gifts given to Aphrodite in ritual, such as -violet tiaras‖ 15 or -the folds of a purple/kerchief;‖ 16 -gold‖ denotes the colour of Aphrodite's winged chariot which carries her to the aid of Sappho in Fragment One; and -white‖ is the colour of several images related to Aphrodite-the whiteness of the foam from which she was born of the sea; the whiteness of the flowers of her myrtle groves where she was said to perform rituals; and the whiteness of the rock of Leucas from which it was thought she leapt out of mad desire for her lover Phaon. 17 -Fire, snow, and the night‖ has about it -the fresh, colloquial directness‖ that Barnard admired both in the Imagists and in Sappho (Sappho 102), recalling the feeling of -words [that] fit so naturally into the rhythm that they seem like spoken words raised to the highest degree of music and expressiveness‖ that Sir Maurice Bowra identified as Sappho's chief virtue (193) . In what is one of Barnard's most overtly erotic poems, however subtle (and, perhaps, euphemistic), -Fire, snow, and the night‖ suggests the sadness of the separation of two lovers parting in the morning, having -come together‖ at night and then walking -again remote‖ in -the common day.‖ The focus is not on how Sappho's experience is comparable to that of Barnard's speaker, as in some of her early adaptations, but on the intensity of the speaker's experience directly. Whether one immediately grasps the Sapphic allusions or not, -violet, gold, and white‖ presents vibrant visual images that stimulate the senses. They are colour metaphors for the -fire, snow, and the night‖ that is the setting for the lovers' encounter. That the passion suddenly fades-that -violet, gold, and white/are one gray‖-is the emotional turmoil of the poem, and Do you not wonder how she [Sappho] gives chase at once to soul and body, to words and tongue, to sight and colour, all as if scattered abroad, how, at variance within she is frozen and burns, she raves and is wise? For she is either panic-stricken or at point of death; she is haunted not only by one single emotion but their whole company. All things befall a lover, but she took the extremes of love's history and binding them in one achieved a masterpiece. (48) For a late modernist poet so often concerned with poetry and place, such an aesthetic provided a perfect example for how Barnard might harness into poetry the unusual climatic conditions of the Columbia River Gorge which dominated her local and formed a backdrop to the emotional dramas that demanded to be crystallised into poetry. Snaking along the Washington/Oregon stateline that divided Barnard's Vancouver hometown from Reed in Portland, the gorge is a formidable setting for the creative imagination. On one side of the Columbia, the Oregon side facing north, the gorge is steep; as a result, rain makes it way quickly down to the river via waterfalls, and the land is dark and wet. But on the Washington side facing south, the gorge possesses a gentler slant; there the land is drier as rain eases its way down to the river with less ferocity, and sunnier and Gorge‖ to the -The Estuary.‖ Yet one element, the ship, is making the opposite journey as it ‗passes inland,' a metaphor, perhaps, for the oppositional movement of the poem. As with -Fire, snow, and the night,‖ Sappho-inspired techniques of compression and fragmentation predominate, and intensify the oppositions.
Though the poem takes place within a very tight linguistic space, sentences are still maintained; the poem makes sense while also allowing itself to be pared down. It appears to simulate the appearance of fragments, with irregular stanzas which grate against the coherence conferred by the numerical and lexical sequencing of the fragments which sets them into order. The result is that the poem is made to be as confounding as the landscape which accommodates such seemingly incomparable idiosyncrasies. In its oppositional texturing, Barnard's poem is evocative of the bewildering oppositions that swiftly move through Sappho's fragments that she later activated in her translation, from the -tender/ feet of Cretan girls‖ capable of violently -crushing/a circle‖ in -the soft/smooth flowering grass‖ to the -soft hands‖ that -tear off/dill shoots‖ to please the Three Graces. 21 With the lack of prominent narrator-there is no -I‖ or -we‖ common to many of That is, there is no -spring's errand‖ for the unspecified lovers, -only the fish‖ have this surety; in this poem, as in -Fire, snow, and the night,‖ the unspecified lovers (themselves a -secret presence‖) become -remote‖ from one another.
So the disappointments of love and sex of -Fire, snow, and the night‖ return again and again in Barnard's Cool Country poems (indeed, poems that probe the -cool country‖ of relationships), surfacing in the Washington deserted shorelines, the chilled forest valleys, the mists and fog of the Columbia River Gorge, the river itself with its currents as changeable as affairs of the heart. -Some poems may seem like nature poems, but they're not that. They are not just descriptive. I would use an image in nature to evoke an emotional situation,‖ Barnard would later remark. 22 Thus the bitter end of the implied love affair that has run its course, like a river, in -The River Under Different Lights‖ (which did not make it into Cool Country) is restaged in -The Rapids‖ (which did), a poem based on Celilo Falls, the huge area of dramatic falls and rapids along the Columbia River wiped out with the building of the Dalles dam in the 1950s, and with them one of the oldest, continuously occupied tribal settlements in the U.S. In the middle stanza of this three stanza poem, Barnard's speaker laments:
The water we saw broken upon the rapids Has dragged silt through marshland And mingled with the embittered streams of the sea. One might have kept sweet pailsful and kept nothing. (Cool Country 7)
Just as the implied lovers become once again -alien‖ and -remote‖ in -Fire, snow and the night‖ and -The River Under Different Lights,‖ so too is the outcome of -the rapids‖ of this particular affair less than pleasant. In the detail of the transformation of fresh water into a silt-laden -embittered streams‖ is the detail of the end of the love affair-the bitterness of something that once yielded -sweet pailsful‖ now amounts to nothing. As in the most memorable of Sappho's lyrics, the experience is bittersweet, and it is the land's experience as much as anyone else's.
The -one‖ who -might have kept sweet pailsful and kept nothing‖ is at best, distant, part of an axiomatic phrase, the human element placed just on the edge of the frame, just a little too remote for the reader to see, a -secret presence.‖ And yet through so many of these poems persists the -secret presence‖ of Sappho, instructing the aesthetic.
Sappho and American modernism: some conclusions
Sappho had had something to teach the Imagist poets, and there were good reasons for them to try to emulate her plainness of speech, her verbal economy, her musicality. Sappho had also had something to teach the American modernistsparticularly those concerned with a specifically homespun modernism-so there were good reasons, too, for poets like Barnard to emulateher oppositional poetics as a means of harnessing the range of human emotions and the extremes and Time and nature yield us many gifts, but not yet the timely man, the new religion, the reconciler, whom all things await. Dante's praise is, that he dared to write his autobiography in colossal cipher, or into universality. We have yet had no genius in America, with tyrannous eye, who knew the value of our incomparable materials, and saw, in the barbarism and the materialism of the times, another carnival of the same gods whose picture he so much admires in Homer. So this is why Sappho became a -secret presence‖ in Barnard's late Imagist poetry; her example had to be, in the end, just that-an example, and not a template from which to take a direct cut, for America had its own templates.
Coming under Williams's influence when she moved to New York, and having dug through his attic of manuscripts, reviews, and other writings when she was Poetry California's list of best-selling paperbacks), other translations within America swiftly followed it. 24 The feeling by critics was that Barnard had brought Sappho to a modern American audience, expressing the bare, lyrical intensity of her verse without recourse to the excessive linguistic ornament or narrative padding that had smothered so many previous attempts to translate Sappho into English-English English, that is, not American English. Just as Imagism perhaps belonged to the spare, austere American 1930s, perhaps Sappho's idiom coincided more comfortably with what Pound described to Barnard as the -amurikan langwidge‖ (Letter, January 22, 1934 ). Yet while Fitts's introduction paid tribute to Barnard's capture of Sappho's -pungent downright plain style,‖ there was also recognition of the kind of -new conscious form‖ that Williams called for:
Like the Greek, it is stripped and hard, awkward with the fine awkwardness of truth. Here is no trace of the -sweet sliding, fit for a verse‖ that one expects to find in renderings of Sappho. It is exact translation; but in its composition, the spacing, the arrangement of stresses, it is also high art. This, one thinks, is what Sappho must have been like; and Longinus […] was no fool when he pointed to her marshalling of sharp details, rather than to the melody of her verse, as the secret of her eloquence. (Letter, December 31, 1952) . It was a ‗new,' of course, that vitally depended on Barnard's careful and strategic synthesis of Hellenism with modernism, yielding both a ‗new Sappho' and a ‗new poetry.'
